
RETAIL IS

Since 2000, 52% of the companies in the Fortune 
500 have gone bankrupt, have been acquired, or 
have ceased to exist, due in large part to the dis-
ruption of traditional industry models by digital 
ones. Whilst a great product is a given for a brand’s 
survival, it is no longer enough and as America be-
comes more and more plagued with “zombie malls,” 
brands are faced with massive inventory problems.

Let’s face it—Retail is broken.

By Craig Crawford, Crawford IT 

“Software is eating the world,” proclaimed Venture 
Capitalist Marc Andreessen at the 2017 Mobile 
World Conference in Barcelona earlier this year.  As 
former Burberry CEO Angela Ahrendts used to say, 
“The Digital Tsunami is coming.”

Guess what folks: The Digital Tsunami is here!

Digital interactions with retail are the new 
norm; your consumer is now in charge of 
your brand, their experiences are driving 
new brand behaviours and they expect per-
fection with digital interactions. But while 
retailers know digital is important, most 
don’t fully understand how to best utilize it 
and so adoption is slow and strategies are 
still siloed into “online” and “in store.”  

But consumers don’t care about channels, 
and neither should retailers. Sales and 
Marketing are now one experience and 
loyal customers want a continuous and 
personalised experience with your prod-
uct, your provenance and your brand. Your 
customers own the technology to do this—
and have for a decade (the first iPhone was 
launched in 2007). As such, the modern re-
tailer must be agile and be where the con-
sumer is; they must engage with consum-
ers in ways they expect.



The consumer path to purchase includes digital 
and physical brand interactions. The digital path 
to purchase must be simple, and this channel 
is a chance to inform, engage and acquire new 
consumers. And that digital dialogue equals 
loyalty: 40% of consumers won’t go into a store 
unless they can go online first; over 80% have 
been online at least 2 days before entering a 
shop; a brand’s website plays an important role 
for 69% of purchases; and 49% of purchases are 
heavily influenced by digital.  

For brands this in an opportunity to meet cus-
tomers at the moments of intent, when deci-
sions are being made or preferences are being 
shaped. And this engagement leads to a pur-
chase in store. A sale for the brand is a sale for 
the brand, not the channel.

Digital eco systems are not to be feared, but 
instead embraced and digital eco systems can 
create new products and new distribution chan-
nels. Remember, in just 16 years, the music in-
dustry was transformed to a complete digital 
model (Apple launched iTunes in 2001).

If intent to purchase is formed on digital chan-
nels, then shouldn’t digital samples be our in-
dustry’s focus? Can we go to market without 
physical product?

Sure quality, craftsmanship and manufacture 
are an absolute requirement for the delivery of 
the final product but samples are often tweaked 
for production after wholesale sales anyway. 
Who hasn’t gone to market without a percent-
age of the line “still in development?”

The longest lead time for the creation of a digital 
asset, is in fact the creation of the physical asset 
which we then “digitise” (photography, video and 
post production). But the new convergence of gam-
ing, movie and 3D fashion tech offers brands and 
retailers an entirely new business model—start 
first with digital.

And here’s a crazy idea, how about A/B product 
testing direct to consumers before we make inven-
tory? Digital simulation at retail is more than low-
ering sample costs; digital simulation at retail of-
fers us the opportunity to get inventory right—right 
product, right price, right location, by giving the con-
sumers what they want when they want it because 
they’ve told us.

This data on the consumer’s behaviour in store is 
gold dust. Farfetch, Reformation and matchesfash-
ion.com are all launching stores of the future that 
capture and analyse customer in store activities 
(what do they not like, what do they touch and put 
back, what sizes are missing, how is fit affecting 
sales, etc). Harnessing this data and combining it 
with online behaviour gives retailers the ability to 
predictively sell—as opposed to base sales on his-
tory. 

Looking back gets us nowhere, yet this is how we 
as retailers “predict” the future.  Looking ahead pro-
pels us forward.

Data is the new currency and digital simulation al-
lows us to gather it and spend it wisely, and while 
Retail may be broken, together, through collabora-
tive digital platforms and new digital eco systems, 
we have the ability to create new business models 
to fix it.
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